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Abstract : The Shainin System (SS) is the name given to a problem solving system, with its associated strategies and tools, 

developed by Dorian Shainin, and widely used and promoted in the manufacturing sector. Dorian Shainin also called this system 

Statistical Engineering, reflecting his engineering education and background. The consulting firm, Shainin LLC, offers the system 

under the trademarked name Red X Strategy. Much of SS is neither well documented, nor adequately discussed in peer-reviewed 

journals. The goal of this article is to provide an overview of SS, a critical assessment, and a brief comparison with other 

industrial problem solving systems. The emphasis is on a discussion of the guiding philosophy and principles. Some specific SS 

tools are examined and compared with alternative methods. In our assessment, the Shainin System is valuable for many types of 

problems and many of its elements have been, or should be, incorporated into other process improvement methodologies. 

However, many of the statistical tools and methods promoted in conjunction with SS are neither novel nor necessarily the best  
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INTRODUCTION 
In today’s world all company want to not only satisfy the customers but they are trying to delight the customer. The goal of this 

article is to provide a critical overview of the Shainin System™ (SS) for quality improvement, developed over many years under 

the leadership of the late Dorian Shainin. SS is also called Statistical Engineering by the consulting firm Shainin LLC that holds 

the trademark and Red X strategy in parts of the automotive sector where SS is popular. The overall methodology has not been 

subject to critical review although some of the components have been discussed extensively. Here we provide such a review and 

also compare the Shainin System to other process improvement systems including Six Sigma. We also describe a few of the more 

controversial and widely used SS statistical methods. 

The Shainin System was developed for and is best suited to problem solving on operating, medium to high volume processes 

where data are cheaply available, statistical methods are widely used and intervention into the process is difficult. To our 

knowledge, it has been mostly applied in parts and assembly operations. We have little knowledge or experience on the use of SS 

in continuous process industries. 

Bhote and Bhote (2000) and Bhote (1991, 1988) give the most complete (although not comprehensive) treatment of SS. We agree 

with reviewers (Nelson, 1991, Moore, 1993, Hockman, 1994; and Ziegel, 2001) that these books make many unsubstantiated, 

exaggerated claims. What is worse, we believe that these books are a disservice to SS, since the hyperbole hides many of the 

genuinely useful ideas A less technical and less controversial reference that includes many case studies is Traver (1995). 

Overviews of SS have been published in conference proceedings; see Shainin (1992, 1992b, 1993. 1993b, 1995), Shainin and 

Shainin (1990), and Shainin et al. (1997). Other review articles include Logothetis (1990) and De Mast et al. (2000). Does et al. 

(1999) cover many of the specific tools associate ted with the Shainin System but not the overall strategy Ledolter and Swersey 

(1997a, 1997b) review two widely heralded SS tools, precontrol and variables search. There may be new developments not yet in 

the public domain. Steiner and MacKay (2005) present a variation reduction algorithm that builds on what we think are the best 

elements of SS.  

In assessing the Shainin System, it is important to differentiate between the overall approach that we think is strong, and the 

specific analysis methods some of which are weak. The article is divided into two major parts. First, we discuss the basic 

principles underlying SS, and the consequences of applying these principles within the Shainin System. It is the use of these 

principles and the corresponding algorithm in combination that defines and distinguishes the overall strategy of SS from other 

approaches. Next, we discuss a selection of SS statistical tools used within the algorithm By "tool", we mean the data collection 

plan and the subsequent analysis method. We discuss alternatives to the analysis methods where appropriate. 
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THE GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF THE SHAININ SYSTEM 

We consider the underlying principles of SS in two groups. We consider the underlying principles of SS in two groups. The first 

group follows from the idea that there are dominant causes of variation. This idea appears in Juran and Gryna (1980), but it is 

Shainin who fully exploits this concept. The second group of principles is embedded in the algorithm, the TM Shainin System, 

shown in Figure 1.  

 

Fig. 1 The Shainin System for quality improvement (from Shainin, 1992) 

 
About Shainin Methodology 

Shainin DOE approach developed and perfected by Dorian Shainin (Bhote and Bhote, 2000) consultant and advisor to over 750 

companies in America and Europe. Shainin’s philosophy has been: “Don’t let the engineers do the guessing; let the parts do the 

talking.” He introduced the concept of Red X, the dominant source of variation, among the many sources of variation of a 

problem that inevitably accounts for nearly all the unwanted effect and classified all causes of chronic quality problems into three 

X’s, viz., the Red X, the Pink X- the second most important cause(s), and the Pale Pink X – the third most important cause(s. 

According to him, these three Xs together account for over 80 per cent of the variation that is allowed within the specification 

limit and when captured, reduced, and controlled, these can eliminate this variation (Stefan H. Steiner, R. Jock MacKay, 2014) 
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DOMINANT CAUSES OF VARIATION 

 

A fundamental tenet of SS is that, in any problem, there is a dominant cause of variation in the process output that defines the 

problem. This presumption is based on an application of the Pareto principle to the causes of variation. Juran and Gryna (1980, p. 

105) define a dominant cause as "a major contributor to the existence of defects, and one which must be remedied before there 

can be an adequate solution." In SS, the dominant cause is called the Red X99. The emphasis on a dominant cause is justified 

since "The impact of the Red X is magnified because the combined effect of multiple inputs is calculated as the square root of the 

sum of squares" (Shainin, 1995). To clarify, if the effects of causes (i.e., process inputs that vary from unit to unit or time to time) 

are independent and roughly additive, we can decompose the standard deviation of the output that defines the problem as Within 

SS, there is recognition that there may be a second or third large cause, called the Pink XTM and Pale Pink XTM respectively 

(Shainin, 1993b), that make a substantial contribution to the overall variation and must be dealt with in order to solve the 

problem. Note that if there is not a single dominant cause, reducing variation is much more difficult, since, in light of (1), several 

large causes would have to be addressed to substantially reduce the overall output variation. To simplify the language, we refer to 

a dominant cause of the problem, recognizing that there may be more than one important cause. 
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There is a risk that multiple failure modes contribute to a problem, and hence result in different dominant causes for each mode. 

In one application, a team used SS to reduce the frequency of leaks in cast iron engine blocks. They made little progress unt il they 

realized that there were three categories of leaks, defined by location within the block. When they considered leaks at each 

location as separate problems, they rapidly determined a dominant cause and a remedy for each problem. 

  SS uses a process of elimination (Shainin, 1993b), called progressive search, to identify the dominant causes. After scanning a 

large bulk of articles and books, to stay focused and not to diverge from the research aim, 50 articles which are suitable to the 

context and flow of the discussion are selected during the construction of the study. Each article was carefully reviewed and the 

paper was organized to reflect the status of perception of tools and techniques in the literature. This research serves as a 

comprehensive base for a complete understanding of what are the Shianin tools being use during Six Sigma Project and how they 

make Six Sigma more effective. The main aim of this study was to systematically review good research paper form the reputed 

journals which are directly related to the Shainin Methodology, Six Sigma Methodology, Quality Improvement, Shainin Six 

Sigma combine work. To fullfil the aim total 50 papers have been rigorously reviewed from reputed national and international 

journal as shown in the Fig 3. Appendix 1 indicates the summary of articles reviewed. For more reinforcement review paper and 

pure application based paper was reviewed, the review paper strengthening the theoretical part and clear the fundamental about 

Shainin method, Six Sigma Shinain method, Way of carry out work etc, while application base paper provides the actual real time 

scenario about the topic, which gives the information about the hurdles during implementation and way to overcome it with good 

result. Fig 2. shows the type of paper. Fig 5. Shows the topic wise distribution, all 50 papers are not on the single topic some 

of them are on pure Six Sigma, some them are on Shianin method, some of them are on both Shainin as well as Six Sigma etc, 

This approach is provide strong platform to correlate Shainin and Six Sigma methodologies. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Topic wise distribution 

 

 

Fig. 3 Type of paper 

 

Six Sigma is the methodology focus on reducing variation from the process and gives close to target performance, Most of Six 

Sigma projects are based on the heavy statistics which include the regression analysis, designed experiments, hypothesis tests, 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) and control charts (Bhaskara P, at el, 2014). Fishbone diagram and brainstorming are the analytical 

tools mostly used during analysis phase to find out possible root causes. Project success depends on the true root cause being on 

the list. This is divergent approach thus statistical analysis is used to calculated results from the assessment of large data sets 

(John Goodman, David C. Wyld, 2001).The underlining principle of statistical problem solving is Y= f(x). This drives teams to 

identify all factors that can possibly influence the value of the key output (Y). The expansion of this equation is Y = a + bx1 + 

cx2 + dx3 + …+ mxn. A successful project will find all coefficients (a, b, c, d, etc.) that are statistically significant. The DMAIC 

(Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control) process supports this approach (Detroit, at el).The main difficulty faces during 

the Six Sigma project is stastical analysis. It required extensive training of at least7 to 10 days. Shainin method is one of the 

method if its use during the analysis phase of Six Sigma then defiantly it convert the Six Sigma in more effective manner compare 

to conventional Six Sigma. Shainin projects are evidence based; converging on the largest source of variation, the Red X. For a 

Shainin project, the underlining principle is DY = f(Dx). The expansion of this equation is DY = a + bDx1 + cDx2 + dDx3 + … + 

mDxn. By focusing on variation, i.e., the change in Y, the goal becomes the discovery of the term with the largest value. The 
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largest value will result from a combination of a significant coefficient and a large change in X. This term is seldom the term with 

the largest coefficient. The Pareto principle requires a substantial difference in the contribution in these terms to the change in Y. 

The goal of a Shainin investigation is to rapidly converge on the critical few terms contributing most of the variation. In many 

projects, the Red X is an interaction among independent inputs (Xs). 

 

 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Shainin tools are highly effective in revealing these interactions (www.shainin.com). 

But there are some difference in Shainin method and Six Sigma methodology (www.shainin.com). 

1. The approach step is one of the key difference between Shianin and Six Sigma methodology, during approach stage Shianin 

more emphasis on the checking the Best of Best (BOB) and Worst of Worst (WOW) parts and based on that natural of 

problem and key cause RED X identified. It is convergent approach although Shainin method also required Statistical 

analysis background for the graphical analysis.While Six Sigma is divergent approach, from many causes key cause 

identified by multi voting, rigorous Statistical analysis etc. It becomes more complex and time consuming compare to 

Shainin Method. 

2. In shainin method after finding the RED X the validation of it must be done. It is refer that taking the RED X to court. This is 

detective type of work protects company from investing in solution for the wrong root cause. Part itself tells about the 

Problem “Talk to the part” rather generating possible clauses. It gives the exact reason of the problem. 

3. Six Sigma is more stronger in the Control phase compare to Shinin Method, Six Sigma includes variety of the control chart ( 

X bar , R , C, P ,nP Chart etc.) all have different applicability as per situation. While in Shainin method have only one tool 

scatter plot is used in control phase which is not effective as Six Sigma. Remedial phase of Six Sigma is more powerful 

compare to Shainin method, but Diagnostic phase of Shainin method is more effective and powerful compare to Six Sigma. 

 

THE PROBLEM SOLVING ALGORITHM 

The SS steps for problem solving are given in Figure 1. Note that the algorithm is defined for a single project, and is designed to 

fit into a larger project selection and management process, not discussed here. See Shainin.(1997). The algorithm is divided into 

two parts, the diagnostic and remedial journeys, temalogy from Juran and Gryma (19 P10) In the demon journey, the problem is 

defined the cerement system is assessed and the dominans cause of variation is identified and versDeel In the remedial journey, 

the effect of the domran cause is eliminated or reduced by changing the product design, the process, or the control plan. 

The purpose of the first stage of the algorithm is to quantify the magnitude of the selected problem. To do this, we monitor the 

output of the process using an appropriate sampling scheme (often a multivariate plan) for a sufficiency long period of time so 

that we see the effect of all large causes of variation expectation the dominant conse The process variation Is then displaced using 

a histogram or summarized numerically This tapelines histogram in called the Green derbutice (Shainin et at 1997) in SS 

terminology. 

We use the baseline distribution to quantify the problem to set a goal that has the potential to Improve the process, and to assess 

any proposed remedy The baseline distribution is also used to plan and check that a dominant cause exhibits its full effect in each 

investigation in the progressive search We call this the full range of variation. This is important informal in necessary to keep us 

from focusing on the wrong manually of causes The idea of quantifying the nature of the problem is part of all problem solving 

approaches The unusual feature of SS is the explicit link between the search for the dominant cause and the baseline distribution. 

 The second stage in the 58 algorithm (see Figure 1) involves the quantification and establishment of an effective measurement 

system. Without a good measurement system, it is difficult to team about and improve the process, and the measurement sys test 

itself may be home to the dominant cause of the problem Having a separate step in the SS approach devoted to checking the 

measurement system helps to ensure this essential task is not neglected. We look ar the recommended plan and analysis for 

assessing the measurement system in the next section. 

In most problems, we need to consider several measurement systems, since we measure not just the outputhun also some inputs. 

By eliminating famles of causes SS the number of specific Inputs that are candidates for study SS emphasizes checking the 

measurement system for the process output, but says little about establishing reliable measurement systems for any measured 

inputs. 

The goal of the tint stage of the 35 algorithm is to generate dues about the dominant cause. This is the progressive search At this 

stage, another key empha in 55 solk to the parts (Shainin 1992) In aristical, we une observational rather than experimental plans 

as much as makes heavy use of observational such an multivarian totemiptions, satification, group comparison and scatter 

tearstain) plots within the progressive search is surprising, given the availability offical software, that analysis of variance and 

vision techniques are not included. Uncommented experimental plans such as swapping components assemblies are per formed 

off-line and disrupting production. 

 

A SELECTION OF SHAININ TOOLS 

In this section, we describe and critique a selection of the more interesting and controversial tools associated with the Shainin 

System, namely: Isoplot, multivari chart, Component Search™, Vari able Search™, group comparison, B vs. CTM and  pre 

control. By tool, we mean both the plan of the C investigation and the recommended analysis method. See Bhote and Bhote 

(2000) for a more extensive, though not complete, list of SS tools. Be SS tools are generally statistically simple plans with small 

sample sizes that make extensive use of graphical displays and non-parametric tests that can be performed by hand. Given their 

purpose, we feel that the simple plans are to be highly recommended in most cases. We believe, however, that the non parametric 

analysis methods are weak and non intuitive. While we are strongly in favor of graphical approaches, with today's wide spread 

availability of statistical software, ease of calculation is not an issue and we recommend supplementing the graphs with 

straightforward standard analyses. For some of the SS tools, we suggest alternative analysis methods that are better in most 

circumstances.  
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SUMMARY 

The guiding principles of the Shainin System are powerful, and at least in combination, unique. They dude the application Juan's 

Pareto principle  application's the cebuts of the cases, the emphasis on using observation investigations in the diagnostic journey, 

the search for a dominant cause using the proven of elongation and the use of leveraging S deals carefully with the problem of 

possible con Funding of suspect cases by conducting a small verification experiment. We think that the principles and tools relaed 

to the diagnostic journey are generally very serving Those related to the remedial journey are much weaker. This may be the case 

promise once a dominant cause is identified, in some intances, the remedy is obvious and no further Investigations are needed.  

  The Shainin System, as reflected by the geness of the method oks in manufuring g, is best mured for medium to high volume 

production. Most of the Toote implicitly assine that many parts are available for study.  

When using leverage where  of pens here mesurement to d componens, 15 doe there are few pare ties and development of special 

tools and de whole it been subject to a peer reviewed pub This may he because much of the specter enology a trademarked and th 

legally protected. We feel this is unfortunate since has reduced the destination of what we think is an excellent approach Abe 

some books that promote the methodology, such as Those and Bhote (20000), are hill of unhelpful toyperbole that limits decision 

of feasible amative. In our experience, there is also a rigidly with which the methodology is presented in try to her statical tools, 

such as agree the series and analysis of variance parts of the SS tools bag.  
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